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STUDENTS AND SMALL-DOLLAR CREDIT 
 
We present a student survey based on a recent Treasury convening on uses and abuses of small-
dollar fringe credit.  Financially inexperienced students may be particularly vulnerable to 
negative outcomes from this type of credit.  Using a sample from a small liberal arts university, 
we find that our students are highly unlikely to use fringe products like payday loans.  The news 
is not all good, however: while our students are very familiar with mainstream credit and 
savings products, they are almost entirely ignorant of their costs.  Should less advantaged 
students display this sort of blasé attitude when transacting in the small-dollar markets, they 
could easily fall into a fringe-loan “debt trap.”   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In March of 2010, the U.S. Department of the Treasury sponsored the convening Developing a 
Research Agenda on Small-Dollar Credit and Financial Empowerment.  The goal of this 
meeting was to spur research to “inform policymaking that can address the challenges related to 
meeting the small-dollar credit needs of underserved populations.”  The industry and academic 
participants in the convening developed 55 questions for future research, and identified students 
as one of the populations deserving special study.  We have chosen nine of the convening’s 
“demand-side” questions to frame our study of students’ use of small-dollar credit.  In this paper, 
we have three goals: to survey the prior findings relevant to our chosen questions and to our 
student population; to describe a survey instrument we designed to study those questions; and to 
present some initial findings from that survey, based on a sample from a small liberal arts 
university. 
 
While there are many types of small-dollar credit,1 we focus on students’ use of payday loans 
(PDLs).  PDLs are small loans usually lasting two weeks (until the borrower’s next payday), and 
costing $15 to $20 per $100 borrowed.  Critics call them “debt traps.”  They have been linked to 
borrowers’ difficulty paying bills and delaying medical care (Melzer, 2009); to unfavorable 
evaluations of performance and readiness for military personnel (Carrell and Zinman, 2008); and 
to involuntary closures of checking accounts (Campbell et al., 2008).  Students are likely to fall 
into the demographic targeted by payday lenders (younger; some college; lower income, but not 
poor),2 and their relative financial inexperience may make them especially vulnerable to the 
possible negative outcomes.  Thus, a major goal of our study is to understand what students 
know about PDLs and how they use them.   
  
The paper proceeds as follows.  In the next section, we review the recent literature on PDLs that 
bears on our nine framing questions.  In the third section, we describe our survey; in the fourth, 
we present the results from our baseline survey from the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, 
Washington.  We then discuss next steps and conclude. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The Treasury’s convening addressed both why borrowers uses payday loans (demand-side 
questions), and why lenders provide them (supply-side questions).  We considered nine of the 
demand-side questions to be particularly relevant for students.  These questions—which focus on 
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product relationships, access, savings, and consumer identification— are listed in Table 1.  In 
this section, we review the results from the PDL literature that bear on these questions.  
 
Relationships Among Various Products 
Our first two questions deal with relationships among short-term loan products.  The first asks 
which products are complements or substitutes for others; the second asks how having a direct-
deposit arrangement might affect a consumer’s product choice. 
   
For the first question, we are concerned with products that might substitute for PDLs.  There are 
at least three substitutes discussed in the literature: other fringe products, credit cards, and 
checking account overdrafts. 
 
There is some substitution between PDLs and other fringe products.  For example, applicants 
turned down for their first PDL are twice as likely to take out pawn loans.3  Nonetheless, other 
alternative products have more strings attached—they may require borrowers to wait longer (tax 
refund loans), to provide collateral (pawn loans), or to purchase durables (rent-to-own).  In 
addition, numerous authors have found that PDLs attract borrowers who are more familiar with 
mainstream credit than are other fringe borrowers (e.g., Lawrence and Elliehausen, 2008).  
Students considering payday credit therefore may be more likely to consider traditional sources, 
rather than fringe products, as substitutes.   
 
Credit cards are one such mainstream alternative.  Payday borrowers often have cards, although 
they might not provide adequate liquidity.  For example, most of the payday borrowers in 
Lawrence and Elliehausen’s (2008) survey had one or two cards, but were too close to their 
credit limits to actually use them.   Similarly, although two-thirds of borrowers in Agarwal, 
Skiba, and Tobacman’s (2009) sample had at least $1,000 in unused credit on their cards when 
they took out their first PDL, their liquidity was deteriorating quickly.  Clearly, for credit cards 
to be effective alternatives for students, they must know how to use them effectively.  
 
Of course, not every student or payday borrower has a credit card.  However, borrowers must 
have a checking account, so bank overdrafts may be an effective PDL substitute.4  Indeed, we 
see substitution between PDLs and overdrafts.  For example, Morgan and Strain (2008) show 
that consumers in North Carolina and Georgia bounced more checks after their states outlawed 
PDLs.5  However, overdrafts are expensive, especially when levied multiple times in one day.  
These penalties may be especially severe for customers in areas served by payday lenders, since 
other credit providers in those areas charge higher fees and are more likely to force closures of 
poorly performing checking accounts (Melzer, 2009). 
  
Thus, although there are alternatives to PDLs, they all have drawbacks that limit their usefulness 
to payday borrowers. 
 
The second framing question in this section concerns the links between direct deposit 
arrangements and the use of credit products.  Banks know that direct deposit establishes a 
relationship with a borrower that may make her more likely to use other bank products.   
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Banks wanting to break into the small-dollar loan market do utilize direct deposit.  For example, 
the Salary Advance Loan, an innovative credit union product described in Stegman (2007), 
requires both direct paycheck deposit and automatic loan payment.  Similarly, two of the four 
products highlighted in the FDIC’s report on its Small-Dollar Loan Pilot Program (FDIC, 2010)6 
explicitly require direct deposit, and the other two offer incentives for automatic transfers.  
Banks can use these arrangements to lower the default risk and cross-sell (good for them) and to 
help move borrowers toward more traditional credit and savings products (good for the 
borrowers).  
 
Some users of small-dollar credit may be unwilling to work with banks, however, especially if 
they have had bad prior experiences (closed accounts; multiple overdraft fees; abstruse 
paperwork; see Morse, 2009).  On the other hand, if students have already established a banking 
relationship through direct deposit, they may avoid switching costs by continuing to rely on 
banking products for short-term credit.  
 
Based on the evidence on product interactions just discussed, we focused our relevant survey 
questions on effective credit card use, knowledge of fringe lending alternatives, and banking 
relationships, including direct deposit arrangements. 
 
Access 
Our five chosen questions on access concern credit rationing, guaranteed loan approval, credit 
scores, bank attraction, and risk.  We consider evidence on each of these questions in this 
section. 
 
Fringe borrowers are rationed borrowers (Lawrence and Elliehausen, 2008; Melzer, 2009).  We 
have already seen that payday borrowers face deteriorating access to credit-card financing, and 
we will see below that they have little savings.  They believe they have few alternatives.  Two-
thirds of the payday borrowers in Skiba and Tobacman’s (2008) sample were “deterred” from 
applying for credit during the prior five years, afraid they would be denied.  Similarly, 73% of 
Lawrence and Elliehausen’s (2008) borrowers reported loan turndowns or “limitations” in the 
prior five years—a rate three times greater than that for the general population.  These sorts of 
constraints are not unique in the fringe loan markets.  Adams, Einav, and Levin (2009) find large 
spikes in applications for subprime auto loans around tax rebate season, and note that applicants 
are much more sensitive to downpayment size than to monthly payment amount.  Both findings 
suggest a meaningful liquidity constraint for these fringe borrowers.     
 
The straightforward, objective PDL process may alleviate this sort of constraint in a way other 
substitutes cannot.  The majority of Elliehausen and Lawrence’s (2001) respondents chose a PDL 
because of the “quick easy process, fast approval, [and] less paper work.”  The dollar fees on the 
loans also are easy to understand, giving borrowers a sense of control.  Finally, borrowers report 
that payday lenders treat them with respect, “no questions asked,” although at banks they often 
feel unwelcome (tellers give them “attitude” and insist on formal identification; Buckland and 
Martin, 2005).  Banks must streamline their applications if they wish to attract borrowers like 
these.  Students, on the other hand, may be better able to navigate the obstacles of mainstream 
banks and may not see as much value in the PDL process.  
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Despite the simplified process, PDLs are not guaranteed.  Credit history matters.  For example, 
Skiba and Tobacman (2009) find that the payday lender they study almost always rejects first-
time applicants whose scores are below a specific threshold, but approves those whose scores are 
above it.  This “discontinuity” shows that bad scores preclude access. 
 
The Treasury’s conveners, however, also want to know whether it is better for subprime 
borrowers to have no credit score than a bad one.  There is conflicting evidence here.  One 
Canadian banking insider told Buckland, Hamilton, and Reimer (2006) that banks view 
customers who have repaid PDLs as less creditworthy.  However, in Mitchell Bank’s experiment 
for the FDIC’s Small-Loan Pilot Program, six of the eight loans charged off were to borrowers 
with no credit score, while there was no correlation between poor credit history and loan 
performance.  This suggests that banks would prefer borrowers with some sort of credit history 
to those with none. 
 
This brings us to the question of whether banks really want small-dollar borrowers at all.  Banks 
definitely do not want some customers.  For example, according to Campbell et al. (2008), banks 
do not want customers who have had previous checking accounts closed involuntarily.  They 
also may avoid distressed borrowers in less crowded markets, only “reaching deeper” when 
threatened by competition.  Nor do banks want customers at any cost.  In 2010, the FDIC 
announced an initiative to create “safe” basic checking accounts for people who were dependent 
on fringe lenders.  The accounts would have no overdraft fees, but would allow fees 
“proportional” to banks’ costs.  The response?  The American Bankers Association called the 
initiative “inflexible” and “not…economically viable” (Reddy, 2010).   
 
(Buckland and Martin [2005] suggest that, in Canada, banks do want small-dollar customers—
just not at their banks.  These authors assert that banks profit by segmenting the loan market: 
removing their branches from inner-city neighborhoods and replacing them with bank-financed 
fringe providers.  The players remain the same, but the business model becomes more 
profitable.) 
 
Nonetheless, banks may want small-dollar customers.  As noted earlier, banks already are active 
in the market for “high-cost, fee-based, short-term credit” through overdrafts and credit card cash 
advances (Stegman, 2007).  Banks also may be interested in small-dollar, interest-bearing 
products, and some already have payday-type loans.  For example, Wells Fargo has had a cash-
advance loan since 1994, charging $1.50 for every $20 borrowed.  Many banks also responded 
positively to the FDIC’s Small-Dollar Pilot Program, and the results of this program suggest 
good potential for new products.  Some banks in the pilot created new loans that were 
immediately profitable.  Other participants found that small-dollar products allowed them to 
cross-sell, build goodwill, and address their obligations under the Community Reinvestment Act, 
while offering longer-term profitability once volume increased.  Thus, banks may indeed want 
small-dollar borrowers. 
 
The final question on access is the risk-return tradeoff question at the center of the PDL debate: 
are the high fees of PDLs commensurate with their risks to providers?  Payday lenders face 
relatively high fixed costs and potentially high default costs.  Nonetheless, they are highly 
profitable. 
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Payday lending is expensive.  First, lending has a substantial fixed component.  Spreading these 
costs over fewer dollars and fewer periods makes smaller and shorter loans more costly to make 
(Elliehausen and Lawrence, 2001).  More importantly, though, the credit risk is substantial.  
Flannery and Samolyk (2005) find PDL default rates averaging 15.1% of total revenue, rates 
they say “substantially exceed” those at traditional lenders and “justify a large part of the high 
APR” on PDLs.  Lawrence and Elliehausen (2008) agree: calling payday loans “a relatively risky 
product,” they report “very high” losses of 13.7% of gross revenues.  In Skiba and Tobacman’s 
(2008) sample, more than half of borrowers default in their first year of payday borrowing, with 
worse performance on earlier loans.  The FDIC recognizes this performance in its guidance to 
examiners, saying that payday lending has “substantial credit risk” because of “well-defined 
weaknesses”—“limited or no analysis of repayment capacity…the unsecured nature of the 
credit,” and “a marked proportion of obligors whose paying capacity is questionable”—and 
requiring PDLs to be classified as “Substandard” (FDIC, 2005). 
 
The FDIC’s concern about paying capacity is consistent with the correlation between PDLs and 
bankruptcy.  The bankruptcy rate in Skiba and Tobacman’s (2009) sample is more than six times 
higher than that for the general population, and successful first-time payday borrowers are twice 
as likely as applicants denied to file bankruptcy within two years.  Interestingly, these authors 
also find that higher subprime credit scores mean a higher probability of bankruptcy.  Thus, 
getting a PDL loan is more likely for applicants with higher scores, but getting a PDL also makes 
it more likely that those borrowers will file for bankruptcy. 
 
Despite these findings, not all payday borrowers default and not all PDLs perform poorly.  Stores 
with more frequent (and cheaper to serve) borrowers have lower losses.  Stegman (2007) reports 
that Credit Service Organizations—Texas entities designed to circumvent anti-payday-loan 
laws—have an “ultimate default rate” of only 2%.  He also notes that in 2005, only one of the six 
publicly traded payday loan companies had charge-offs exceeding the 5.15% for credit cards 
(and not by much, at just 6.2%).  More recently, lenders in the FDIC’s Small-Dollar Loan Pilot 
found that while small loans had higher delinquency rates than other unsecured personal loans, 
they nonetheless had comparable charge-off rates. 
 
Given the risks, are PDL fees reasonable?  They are certainly large enough to ensure that mature 
payday stores earn “quite healthy” operating profits ($18.73/loan in Flannery and Samolyk’s 
2005 sample).7  However, some of the banks in the FDIC’s pilot charged much lower fees and 
still managed to profit; similarly, the subprime Salary Advance Loan, described in Stegman 
(2007), is profitable at a 12% APR—about $5/month on the maximum loan, or 1/40th of the cost 
of a payday loan.8  One of the reasons to study various micropopulations—like students—is to 
help us move beyond a one-size-fits-all model and to create and price different sorts of small-
dollar products.   
 
Saving and Asset Building 
The single question in this section asks if small-dollar customers are less likely to have, and to be 
able to accumulate, savings.  Conventional wisdom clearly says “yes”: Sheila Bair, recent chair 
of the FDIC, has asserted that the “escalating demand for the [payday loan] product reflects the 
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woeful inability of millions of Americans to effectively manage their finances and accumulate 
savings” (Stegman, 2007). 
 
The available evidence bears her out.  84% of payday borrowers in Lawrence and Elliehausen’s 
(2008) survey did not have enough money in checking and savings to cover their advances, most 
of which were less than $300.  Melzer (2009) associates consumers’ payday access with their 
difficulties paying household bills; consumers who cannot pay their utility bills would have even 
more trouble accumulating savings.  Campbell et al. (2008) show that banks deny savings 
accounts to customers who have had checking accounts closed—exactly the customers who may 
turn to fringe lenders.  A lack of savings is also consistent with the rationing and credit 
constraints mentioned earlier. 
 
Several authors go on to attribute both constraints and PDL use to youth and financial ignorance, 
justifying our focus on students.  Agarwal, Skiba, and Tobacman (2009) link PDL use to 
“impatience, general financial mismanagement, or persistent shocks”; Carrell and Zinman (2008) 
cite youth, “lack of financial experience and…sophistication.”  (See also Morgan and Strain, 
2008.)  Unfortunately for borrowers, the narrow set of services provided by fringe lenders 
actually may preclude them from maturing—from developing savings habits, improving their 
credit scores, and building wealth (Buckland and Martin, 2005).  
 
Understanding Consumers 
Our final framing question concerns informal lending—in particular, whether loans from friends 
and family can be substitutes for payday loans.   
 
Borrowing from kin is common in many cultures.   For example, La Ferrara (2003) uses census 
data from Ghana to show that members of kinship groups lend much more frequently—and at 
lower rates—to each other than to “outsiders,” facilitating credit flows within the community.  
However, this traditional system works only when participants’ actions are publicly observable, 
and, even then, works best in very close-knit groups. 
  
Campbell et al. (2008) try to evaluate this type of group effect in the U.S. by linking “social 
capital” to the rate of involuntary checking account closures.  They expect that informal lending 
from friends and family in closely-knit communities may allow people to avoid financial 
distress.  Using voter turnout and church attendance as proxies for social capital, they find 
(weak) evidence that stronger communities do have fewer account closures.9 
 
Nonetheless, in the U.S., kinship groups are not viable substitutes for small-dollar lenders. 
Buckland and Martin (2005) describe friend-and-family lending as “insufficient” and 
“declining,” given rising need and deteriorating social networks.  Elliehausen and Lawrence’s 
(2001) results agree: only 5% of their payday borrowers considered asking a “friend or relative” 
for money, while 6.2% considered credit cards and 48.5% considered a bank.  Buckland and 
Martin also note that, even if kin are willing to help, they may only be able to lend small 
amounts for milk or cigarettes—not enough for larger expenses like medication.  These authors 
see a loan market that has broken into three segments, with the fringe lenders growing to fill the 
space between informal (friends/family/shopkeepers) and formal (traditional banks).  
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However, friends and family may be very viable lenders for students.  Students also are very 
liable to be financially unsophisticated, to have little savings, to have low or nonexistent credit 
scores, and to face some credit rationing.  Their unique characteristics led to their being 
identified as an important micropopulation by the Treasury’s convening.  In the following 
sections, we describe our student-targeted survey and present some initial results. 
 
STUDENT PDL SURVEY 
 
We designed our questionnaire to evaluate students’ experiences and opinions on short-term 
credit products and on our nine framing questions from the convening.  The survey has 79 
questions in ten sections: describing you; banking relationships and employment; credit cards; 
charge cards; credit history; payday loan background; peer-to-peer background; fringe banking; 
payday loans; and demographics.  The questions, along with relevant sources and associated 
framing Treasury questions, are described in Table 2. 
 
We have two long-term goals for this survey research.  Ultimately, we hope to use what we learn 
to create a peer-to-peer alternative to PDLs (see Livingston, 2012).  First, however, we will 
compare responses from students from various types of post-secondary institutions—public and 
private four-year schools, community colleges, and trade schools.  We expect these student 
groups to have different needs for short-term credit.  In the next section, we present results from 
a baseline group—students who are very familiar with traditional banking products and almost 
completely ignorant of the fringe market.   
 
INITIAL SURVEY RESULTS 
 
The initial survey covered 185 students from the University of Puget Sound (UPS) in Tacoma, 
Washington.  UPS is a small, private liberal arts school, and its student body is very 
homogeneous.  To enhance dispersion, we used a variation of stratified random sampling, with 
courses as the sampling unit.  We categorized courses by level (freshman through senior) and by 
type.  UPS organizes its courses according to five “ways of knowing” (natural scientific, social 
scientific, humanistic, mathematical, and artistic), so our sampling plan had 20 level/type 
combinations.  However, limited access to certain types of courses (particularly in natural 
sciences) meant that we were able only to sample in 12 cells.   
 
Table 3 summarizes our sample.  Despite our sampling plan, we still have little variation in some 
categories.  For example, the vast majority of our sample students live with their parents when 
not at school, have access to a car, have never been married, and have no children.  Their 
families make more than $50,000 per year and own their own homes. 
 
For comparison, we include 2010 data for the full UPS student body (2,577 students).  In all 
cases except ethnicity, our sample proportions are significantly different from the university’s (p 
< .01).  We have more 20- and 21-year olds, and, not coincidentally, more upperclassmen.  We 
have more math students but fewer natural science students.  Our proportion of males is just 
slightly larger than 50% (p = .042), but significantly larger than the university’s (p < .001).  
These differences should not bias our results, and may make our sample more comparable to 
other schools’, facilitating the next phase of our research plan. 
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Our sample students were familiar with mainstream depository accounts.  97% of our sample 
students had a checking account, 94% had a savings account, and one-third belonged to a credit 
union.  82% had amounts directly deposited into checking or savings.  Despite having this 
access, not all students were able to manage their accounts well.  Forty-two students (23%) 
reported making overdrafts during the prior year.  Among this group, the average number of 
overdrafts was 2.8, the modal value was 1, and the maximum was 20.  Throughout the sample, 
ignorance of account terms was rampant: 63% had no idea what their institution’s overdraft fee 
was,10 and 34% said they did not know if they had overdraft protection. 
 
This pattern of access-with-ignorance was repeated in the credit card data.11  Fifty-four percent 
of our students had cards, with an average of 1.4 cards each (mode = 1; maximum =7).  90% did 
not know their APR; 92% did not know their late fee; 95% did not know their cash advance fee.  
(In fact, for the last, the average estimate was $180, suggesting that the students were confusing 
the fee with the maximum advance.)  On the other hand, only 10% reported having gone over 
their credit limit in the past year. 
 
Half of the students who had credit cards reported that their parents were responsible for 
payments.  When parents are paying the bills, students are significantly more likely to use their 
cards for nondiscretionary purchases (e.g., rent, utilities, medical bills, and family emergencies, 
with rent being the most significant).  Students paying for themselves use their cards more for 
eating out, entertainment, gifts, apparel, electronics, and vacations.  Older students are 
(insignificantly) less likely to have parent cards, while students who do not know if their cards 
are paid in full every month are much more likely to have them. 
 
The credit access and liquidity our students enjoyed was underscored by their responses to a 
series of questions about cashflow constraints.  Only 5% of students reported not applying for 
credit over the prior five years for fear of being denied, and only 10% reported actually having 
been denied or being given less credit than they wanted.  Seventy-seven percent said that over 
the prior year they had always had enough money on deposit to meet immediate needs (although 
17% reported unexpected medical bills). 
 
However, almost half of the students (47%) noted that they had borrowed money from their 
families over the past year.  For the most part, they borrowed for the same sorts of 
nondiscretionary expenses for which they used parent credit cards—textbooks (13% of the 
number of borrowings), transportation (11%), and groceries (12%).  The biggest differences 
were for rent and emergencies: students were much more likely to borrow for rent, but to use a 
parent’s credit card for emergencies.   
 
When students borrowed from friends (as 26% did), the results were very different.  Fifty-nine 
percent of the time, these loans were for eating out or entertainment.  (Groceries and 
transportation were the only other significant categories, at 10% each.)  For every other category 
of expenditure,12 students were less likely to borrow from friends than family; for some 
categories—textbooks and school supplies—they never borrowed from friends.  These patterns 
are consistent with the credit card responses: students turn to family for necessities, but handle 
entertainment themselves. 
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Our students seem to have few ongoing credit obligations.  Thirty-one percent of respondents 
report making credit card payments in the past year; 27% paid on student loans; 6% paid on car 
loans.  One student had a mortgage loan; another had a home equity line of credit.  These results 
are not surprising, given our demographic. 
 
There were some outliers, however.  Several students did report using alternative lenders: four 
students pawned something, three used rent-to-own, and one used a payday loan.13  These 
students exhibited other differences from the majority of the sample.  Half had borrowed from 
friends (twice the rate for the whole sample, although both borrowed primarily for 
entertainment), and 75% had borrowed from family.  Those borrowing from family reported 
borrowing for an average of 4.67 different expense categories (maximum = 9; mode = 3), with 
groceries the most often cited.  Eighty-eight percent were seniors, male, and had access to a car.  
Over one-third did not live with their parents (v. 15% in the full sample).  One-quarter were 
married; both of these had children (v. 3% and 1%, respectively, for the full sample).  They were 
much more likely to rent and to make less than $50,000/year.   
 
Our single payday borrower had all of the demographic characteristics just described.  He took 
out two payday loans from the same lender over the past year—borrowing $600 and paying $95 
in fees—despite reporting that he had enough money in the bank to cover the advances.  He was 
very satisfied with his loans, especially with the quick and easy process.  He reported the loans’ 
APR as 17%.  This student had also used a pawnshop, and had borrowed from both friends and 
family.  He therefore faced financial challenges unusual for the average UPS student.  However, 
his experience may foreshadow what we will find when we extend the survey to public 
universities and community colleges. 
   
CONCLUSION 
  
Are payday loans lifelines or debt traps?  Academic and practitioners on both sides of this debate 
joined the Treasury’s 2010 convening Developing a Research Agenda on Small-Dollar Credit 
and Financial Empowerment, and their deliberations resulted in 55 questions that could frame 
the answer.  We chose nine of their demand-side questions to create a survey targeted at students, 
one of the convening’s identified micropopulations.  Ultimately, we hope to use the answers to 
this survey to help us create a new small-dollar loan product that will provide students with 
effective but affordable short-term credit. 
 
Our framing questions concerned how borrowers viewed the substitutability among financial 
products, what access they had to various types of credit, whether they were able to save, and to 
whom they could go for informal lending.  Using a small liberal arts university for our baseline 
sample, we found a pattern of access with ignorance: students used many types of traditional 
savings and credit products, but did not know their costs and features.  They did borrow from 
friends and family, although for different things (family for necessities, and friends for 
entertainment).  Only one of our students had used a payday loan.  He was an outlier in our 
sample in many other ways: married with children; lower income; renter.  However, as we 
extend our sample to other schools (public universities, community colleges, and trade schools), 
we expect to find many more students who need small-dollar credit and who may be vulnerable 
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to payday loan abuse.  We hope to be able to use their survey responses to develop an affordable 
and effective alternative using the peer-to-peer markets. 
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TABLE 1 
 
This table lists the questions we identified from the Department of the Treasury’s convening 
“Developing a Research Agenda on Small-Dollar Credit and Financial Empowerment” as being 
especially relevant for students.  These questions frame our small-dollar credit survey. 
 

 
 

Relationships Among Various Products

Q1 Why do people choose different products and which products are 
substitutes? What are the interactions among different products? 

Q2 What is the relationship between direct deposit and credit products?
Access

Q3 What occurs when one or more sources of credit becomes unavailable?

Q4 What role does guaranteed loan approval play in small-dollar credit choice 
and use?

Q5 Is it better for consumers to have no credit score or a low credit score?
Q6 Do banks and other depository institutions want small-dollar customers?

Q7 To what degree does restricted access (perceived or otherwise) to credit 
and the cost of credit reflect actual risk?

Saving and Asset Building

Q8 Are people who use small-dollar credit products less likely to have and 
accumulate savings?

Understanding Consumers

Q9
Who relies on informal lending practices (e.g., family and friends), in what 
ways (e.g., amounts, frequency, terms), and why?  How does this relate to 
alternative financial sector use?


